Impact of ultrasound on hydrophobic interactions in solutions: ultrasonic retardation of benzoin condensation.
Kinetics of the benzoin condensation of benzaldehyde in presence of KCN as the catalyst in water and in ethanol-water binary solutions were investigated without sonication and under ultrasound at 22 kHz. A statistically significant 20% decrease of the rate was observed in water. The retardation effect of ultrasound gradually decreases up to 45 wt% ethanol content. We report an evidence of ultrasonic retardation of reactions and thereby a direct evidence for sonochemical processes in the bulk solution. Ultrasound can disturb solvation of the species in the solution. If breaking down the stabilization of the encounter complexes between the reagents, sonication hinders the reaction while perturbation of the solvent-stabilization of the reagents accelerates the reaction.